Conflicting Policies and Courts: When
Plan Language Creates More Litigation
than Coverage
By: Catherine Dowie

M

ostly, working on any given subrogation file for a private, self-funded benefit plan is
all about the hurry up and wait. Hurry to communicate with the injured party, their attorney,
the adjusters, investigators, and make sure everyone knows to about the plan’s involvement
and rights. Then wait for the completion of treatment, the compilation of damages and some
initial negotiations before racing to remind everyone of those rights, and potentially racing to
the courthouse to make sure those rights are preserved.
As the Supreme Court reminded us in Montanile v. Board of Trustees of the National Elevator
Industry Health Benefit Plan, timing is everything. 136 S. Ct. 651 (2016).
For the most part, the bulk of the plan’s cost-containment opportunity has always come at
the resolution of some liability claim, which is usually years after the bulk of the treatment
and payments. Although many states require Medical Payments Coverage, Personal Injury
Protection or some other form of no-fault coverage, they are typically in very small amounts.
There are exceptions, of course, Michigan’s unlimited PIP scheme, potential advancement of
funds in Montana under Ridley v. Guaranty National Insurance Co., and high-minimum states like
New York and New Jersey, but usually very little coverage is available to alleviate the burden
on a plan to pay up front or leave a member to address bills with providers directly. 951 P
2d 987 (Mont. 1997).
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In some circumstances, however, acting
quickly when the case begins does turn up a
policy that will meaningfully impact the plan’s
liability from the start, where there is a policy
for a specific loss or a high no-fault policy.
The problem arises when these policies are
designed to be excess, which they usually
are.

with school and recreational policies. Schools will often secure excess policies for athletes or
even students hurt in gym class, and they are common in adult recreational leagues (usually
soccer, but I’ve handled a case where an adjuster was shocked to find that his company had
issued a policy for a lawnmower racing league…).

An excess policy is a policy designed to
provide coverage only when no other
coverage exists. They are often inexpensive
because they are designed to often only
bear liability for a patient’s copayment or
deductible obligations, rather than the bulk
of the responsibility for medical claims.
Some are also only designed to cover bills

Various Federal Circuit Courts of Appeal have heard this question and have reached
a somewhat surprising conclusion, especially following the Montanile decision from the
Supreme Court in 2016. There is a long-standing split between the circuits on this question.
See Auto Owners Ins. Co. v. Thorn Apple Valley, Inc., 31 F.3d 371 (6th Cir. 1994) (terms of an
ERSIA plan are enforceable over conflicting policy language of an insurer) c.f. Winstead v. Ind.
Ins. Co., 855 F.2d 430 (7th Cir. 1988) (apportioning liability for claims pro rata).

associated with a specific event or activity,
such as high school sports.
This issue frequently arises not only in the
context of automobile no-fault coverage, but

So, what happens when a health plan has a valid excess provision, but the accident or
automobile policy that covers a specific incident does as well? Although ERISA might allow a
plan to preempt state laws, policy or plan provisions may call for a slightly different analysis.

Both of these cases addressed Michigan PIP policies, which provide unlimited coverage for,
among other things, medical bills related to automobile accidents. Both the PIP policy and
the health plans involved in the dispute had excess provisions, and in both cases the auto
insurer filed suit, asking the court to declare that the that the health plan should pay the bills
as primary.
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The 6th Circuit concluded that the ERISA plan terms were not entitled to any deference over
the terms of the auto policy and ordered the two litigants to pay the claims on a prorated
basis. Straightforward enough. Neither policy had a cap on coverage, and the outstanding
bills could be split on a 50/50 basis.
One significant problem with this decision as applied to slightly different facts, is how does
one pro-rate a theoretically infinite policy with a more standard PIP policy which might have
limits of $10,000 or less. McGurl v. Trucking Emps. of N.J. Welfare Fund, Inc. , 124 F.3d 471, 485
(3d Cir. 1997) (noting that it is “unclear how the rule [prorating] would operate in practice”).
The 7th Circuit, when faced with the same issue, gave more weight to the primary purpose
of ERISA. These conclusions were perfectly in line with what the Supreme Court would
later point out, the whole reason that the plan, “in short, is at the center of ERISA” and “[t]
his focus on the written terms of the plan is the linchpin of ‘a system that is [not] so complex
that administrative costs, or litigation expenses, unduly discourage employers from offering
[ERISA] plans in the first place.’ ” Helimeshoff v. Hartford, 134 S.Ct. 604, 612 (2013) (quoting
Varity Corp. v. Howe, 516 U.S. 489, 497 (1996)). Without giving force to valid and clear terms,
uniform nationwide enforcement would be undercut.
In the last 5 years, this issue has been somewhat frequently litigated in the context of nonautomobile excess policies.1 In addition to the existing split on what weight to give the
terms of an ERISA plan, courts have now drawn a distinction based on if the plan paid claims
before initiating suit.

Courts have allowed plans to pursue
declaratory relief, obligating the insurer
to issue payment in the future, but not
recover from insurance policies with excess
provisions once the plan has already paid
claims.
This pre/post payment distinction is based
on the idea that plans can only seek a
monetary award with a court if they can
identify a specific pool of money that they
have a right to, like a settlement fund, which
does not exist when benefits are being
coordinated between two payors.
Additionally, some insurers have argued
that ERISA is irrelevant even to the
determination of primary liability for
payment, asking courts to leave these “runof-the-mill contract disputes” to state courts.
As one court noted:
The paradoxical result [of this argument] is
that as an ERISA plan, has fewer remedies
than it would if it were a non-ERISA
plan, and its beneficiary, through no fault
of his own, is considerably worse off for
having two policies that coincidentally had
conflicting language than he would be if
he had only one. One might think that
the underlying purposes of ERISA and of
equitable relief generally would permit a
court to fashion an appropriate remedy.
Cent. States, Se. & Sw. Areas Health & Welfare
Fund v. Gerber Life Ins. Co., 771 F.3d 150, 159
(2d Cir. 2014).
As long as these issues remain unresolved,
health plan liability will remain uncertain, and
insurers and plans alike will be encouraged
to leave claims denied and turn to courts
before issuing payments.
This leaves plan participants to deal with bills
everyone agrees will not ultimately be their
responsibility, and forces plans into a position
where they may risk loss of discounted rates
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or access to other benefits that are only
available if payment is made within a specific
timeframe.
Health plans can seek to preserve
enforcement of their terms through diligent
investigation and coordination with – and
education of – all parties and payors as soon
as claims are incurred.
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